


Practise and policy in the 1940's in hospitals was to refuse any pain relief to unwed
mothers. The idea was that if unwed mothers were made to suffer they would not have
more children out of wedlock. However the gentle, kind poet, Judith Wright, paid for
the baby's birth in a private hospital at Kangaroo Point, Brisbane. Judith had found
out that this hospital would not let unwed mothers suffer. "We don't let them suffer
them here" the hospital said. I drifted through the birth of my baby lulled in a soft
haze of twilight sleep. Still there was a problem.

Unwed mothers were required to have a doctor for the birth. When I began to bleed
profusely the nurses asked, "Who is your doctor?" Shock. I didn't have a doctor.

You may ask, "How could my mother take the baby when she had not had the money
to take care of me?" Well my mother remarried when I was about nineteen. She then
had a home and financial support. Yet a problem arose.

Before my mother remarried Mum and I lived together in a small flat for about a year.
After their wedding they took the baby with them for a brief time. However her new
husband insisted he wanted some time alone with my Mum. They promised me the
baby would only be in a children's home for about six weeks. I was working and had
no one to care for the baby.

Only in about late 1990's, at the time of the Forde Enquiry into historic abuse in
children's homes, did I learn the following: That after six weeks the baby was
transferred from the baby home for unmarred mothers home in Toowong to - Tufnell
Children's Home for most of his second year oflife. I understand children could be
adopted from the homes.

I had visited the baby in the first baby's home. However my mother did not tell me
about the second home he was abandoned into. Afterwards a photo I took ofthe baby
shows definite baby miasma depression. All light is drained from his dull eyes. His
eyes express only sorrow .. His mouth slumps loosely with disappointment. A rattle
tied to his wrist hangs limply. I will always feel tormented that this happened to the
baby.-

The loss of my baby was the loss of any opportunity to ever be a mother as I had no
other children.

My own adoption by the State as a Ward of the State -led to suicide attempt when
workplace bullying opened old wounds from abuse in children's homes. Much later I
managed to catch up on some of my lost education and became an artist. - Yet I am
still haunted by what the baby suffered, and its ongoing effects from policies,
practises and omissions of that dark time.

End

From: Muriel "Mim" V . Dekker (nee Willson)

P S Poet Judith Wright is deceased. So I understand can be mentioned. Either way I
give permission for this submission to be published.




